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                                    Take charge of your health with MyHealth360

                                    With the MyHealth360 mobile app, you can manage your health effortlessly. Book a teleconsultation, access medical reports and more - anytime, anywhere.
                                            Download now
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                                    Make the good times last with screening

                                    Don't let cancer take away any precious moments. Make early cancer screening your priority so you can live life to the fullest.
                                        Learn more
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                                    Right-size your health coverage

                                    Your go-to resource for all things health insurance, explore Health Insured SG for insights and practical tips on your coverage.
                                        Visit now
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                                    Healthier you, with Healthier SG

                                    Register your interest with Parkway Shenton as your lifelong partner for quality and affordable medical care.
                                        Learn more
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                                    Parkway Shenton Symptom Checker

                                    Enter your symptoms into our Symptom Checker, find out what’s causing them and your next steps in seeking treatment.
                                        Try the new Symptom Checker

                                

                            

                        

                    
        

        
        
        



       
    

    
    










    







    Our services
[image: GP services]
GP services
Our friendly GPs provide personalised care for common illnesses to chronic diseases, minor surgeries and more.
Learn more



[image: Teleconsultation]
Teleconsultation
Feeling ill? Book a teleconsultation online and see a doctor in the comfort of your home.
Learn more



[image: Health screening]
Health screening
Keep track of your health with relevant health check-ups based on your age, gender and risk profile.
Learn more



[image: Vaccinations]
Vaccinations
Keep your family safe with a wide range of adult, children and travel vaccinations at subsidised rates.
Learn more



[image: Traditional Chinese Medicine]
TCM
Benefit from our holistic approach that integrates TCM therapies to complement Western medical treatments. 
Learn more



[image: Covid-19 care]
COVID-19 care
Stay safe in the new normal with COVID-19 testing and vaccination services at our clinics.
Learn more


















    Why choose Parkway Shenton?
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[image: Comprehensive family care]
Comprehensive family care
Holistic and affordable care centred around you and your family’s needs. 

[image: Convenient and accessible]
Convenient and accessible
With over 38 clinics around Singapore, there’s always a Parkway Shenton clinic near you.

[image: Connection to IHH network]
Referrals to specialists
Access over 1,500 specialists from Gleneagles, Mount Elizabeth, and Parkway East Hospitals. 

[image: Specialist services]
Specialised services
Get prompt treatment and follow-up care for minor surgeries, wound management and more.

[image: Singapore’s oldest GP group]
Singapore’s earliest GP group
Your trusted primary care provider since 1973. 

Learn more











    Parkway Shenton clinics are located islandwide 

Find a clinic near you






    Government schemes and subsidies available
[image: Government schemes and subsidies we cover]Pay subsidised rates for treatment if you are a Community Health Assist Scheme (CHAS), Merdeka Generation (MG) or Pioneer Generation (PG) cardholder. You can receive treatment for common illnesses and selected chronic conditions at any of our accredited clinics.
Learn more
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    Your trusted healthcare companion. For Health. For Life.
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                                                Why is it So Important to Be Vaccinated Against HPV?

                                            
                                            HPV is the most common sexually transmitted infection in the world. Know how it can impact your health and the steps you can take to protect yourself from it.
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                                                Traveling Soon? Prepare for Your Trip with These Vaccinations

                                            
                                            Dr Edwin Chng shares the vaccines you need to stay healthy during your well-deserved break.
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                                                Can a Hip Fracture Heal Without Surgery?

                                            
                                            A hip fracture can happen due to a collision, old age, and a sedentary lifestyle. Get to know more about it, how to prevent it, and whether it can heal without surgery.
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                                                Living Well with Chronic Kidney Disease

                                            
                                            Chronic kidney disease has been on the rise, and it’s become more important than ever to know what it is, how to prevent it, and how to manage it.
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                                                The Benefits of Salmon: Is the Fish Really Good for You?

                                            
                                            You’ve probably heard that salmon is healthy. But how healthy is it, really? We tackle the answer by comparing wild-caught and farmed salmon, various species, and more.
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                                                Women's Health Challenges in Their 30s

                                            
                                            As a woman's responsibilities increase, self-care may sometimes be overlooked. Nevertheless, it's crucial to be kind to yourself and prioritise your health.
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Symptom Checker Disclaimer:
This device or software is intended for use only for general wellbeing purposes or to encourage or maintain a healthy lifestyle, and is not intended to be used for any medical purpose (such as the detection, diagnosis, monitoring, management or treatment of any medical condition or disease or contraception. Any health-related information provided by this device or software should not be treated as medical advice. Please consult a physician for any medical advice required.
In a medical emergency call 995 or visit the nearest Accident & Emergency department. Use of this symptom checker shall be at your sole discretion and risk. Parkway Group Healthcare Pte Ltd and its affiliates (including Parkway Shenton Pte Ltd) do not accept any responsibility for any reliance by you on the information provided.

Accept and continueLaunch ADA
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    Parkway Shenton is part of 
IHH Healthcare, one of the world’s largest 
healthcare groups.

[image: MyHealth360]Download the MyHealth360 app to access an array of medical services conveniently.
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    Sign up for the latest health tips and articles!
Get trusted medical advice from our specialists, dietitians and physiotherapists directly in your inbox.
Subscribe
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